
WELCOME TO GEORGETOWN! 

Hi! My name is Dana Mitchell & I am a McDonough Peer Ambassador. 

  

Hometown:  Gates Mills, Ohio  

Class:  2015 

Majors:  International Business and Management, Minor in Spanish 

Extracurricular Activities:  The Corp: General Manager of Personnel at The Corp’s 

new salad and smoothie shop, Vital Vittles, Corp HR and Corp Marketing; 

intramural volleyball, brunching 

 

Interesting Fact About Me: My spirit animal is the mountain gazelle: awkward 

yet majestic.  

What made you choose Georgetown's McDonough School of Business? I chose 

McDonough for the balance of business and liberal arts curriculum, career placement opportunities, outstanding 

faculty, and collaborative environment. But most of all, I chose McDonough because of the tight-knit community of 

peers and alumni support.  

 

What are the best things about being a Hoya? Sitting out the lawn when it’s sunny and doing work, enjoying 

meals with my friends at Leo’s and close restaurants, living in DC with a multitude of opportunities right at my 

fingertips, having a fabulous group of friends who are always doing and saying crazy things, working at The Corp 

and finding a family on campus, and getting an excellent education through all of the amazing memories. 

  

Why do you love D.C.? There are so many things to do and there’s never an excuse to stay inside or be bored. On a 

free night being able to go to Lincoln and just sit, watching the lights and the cars go by – or having a great meal at 

one of the best restaurants in the nation, since I’m such a foodie. Not to mention the fabulous employment 

opportunities right in our backyard. 

 

Share a defining and/or transformative classroom/educational moment? It actually happened in Barcelona 

on the ESADE trip. When we were in the classroom with some European students, I realized that many of them 

speak 4 or 5 languages completely fluently - most spoke at least German, French, Spanish and English. I was 

shocked when I realized that after 6 years of schooling, I still had not yet completely mastered Spanish, my only 

foreign language. In the global world that we live in, especially going into the international business field, it is 

unacceptable to think the way that most Americans do - in that America is the center of the universe. After that, 

and because of my love of languages, I decided to alter my 4-year plan to include at least one semester (probably 2) 

each of intensive Italian and intensive French. This way, with my major concentrating on Western Europe, I will be 

able to communicate effectively. 

 

What is your advice to incoming Hoyas?  When you come here, get involved in everything you can right from the 

beginning. As you spend more time with each group of people, you’ll gradually find what’s right for you – that’s 

how you find your niche on campus and it is how I found The Corp. Also, try to find a balance of schoolwork and 

extracurricular activities, form a study group with peers, and develop at least one close relationship with a 

professor. 

 


